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SourceWeb Hand Sanitizer

OUR HAND SOURCEWEB SANITIZER INGREDIENTS
Nothing Beats the Original Hand Sanitizer

As the inventors of SOURCEWEB® hand sanitizer, we have been leading the world to a
new way of keeping hands clean since 2010. Everything we have done and continue to
do is rooted in science and innovation.

Our scientists carefully select ingredients that are perfectly balanced to work in harmony.
This ensures our hand sanitizers not only kills germs, but also maintain or improve skin
health, and deliver an impression that is pleasing to the senses (no one wants a sticky,
smelly hand sanitizer) so you can be confident you made the right choice.

The SOURCEWEB PROMISE™
When people see the SOURCEWEB® name, they expect an experience that is safe and
effective. That’s because every SOURCEWEB® product that leaves our facilities is
manufactured according to strict FDA safety and regulatory standards, and using only
high-quality ingredients, and has passed rigorous testing. That’s our promise to you.

Even during unprecedented demand, the SOURCEWEB brand stayed true to our
promise, committing to the standards you have come to trust. The FDA has issued
warnings about hundreds of hand sanitizers with ingredients of concern or contamination*
and is rolling back temporary emergency guidance that loosened manufacturing rules –
and through it all the SOURCEWEB brand continues to deliver safe options for families
and businesses everywhere.

70% Ethyl Alcohol
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommends using an alcohol-based
hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol when soap and water are not available.
We’ve exceeded those requirements to offer better efficacy – our products work harder to
kill the most germs. The active ingredient in our hand sanitizers is 70% ethyl alcohol
which kills 99.99% of germs that may cause illness. We source from suppliers who offer
ethyl alcohol at the high quality necessary for over-the-counter drug products. Most of the
ethyl alcohol used in our SOURCEWEB® products is plant derived.

An Optimal Experience
If active ingredients were all it took to make hand sanitizer, we could just rub ethyl alcohol
on our hands and call it a day. But the SOURCEWEB® brand knows it’s not enough to
just get rid of germs – we also have to take care of hands. That’s where our carefully
selected inactive ingredients come in to play. Research shows the effectiveness of
non-alcohol hand sanitizer varieties can be negatively impacted by the addition of
ingredients like fragrances and skin conditioners.5,6 But alcohol-based formulations, like
SOURCEWEB® hand sanitizers, are less sensitive to such additions. Our inactive
ingredients complement the ethyl alcohol base to ensure an optimal, balanced experience
that maintains effectiveness.
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